
We’ll be representing 
Canada at an 

INTERNATIONAL robotics 
competition in May!

Dynamite FLL Team!
➢ Best in Ontario!

➢ Best in Canada!

All-girl, French-language 
robotics team based in Aurora!



Our Problem Statement:

Switching to electric vehicles can greatly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and help combat global 

warming,  but their use will significantly increase our demand for electricity and their environmental 

benefits depend on the sources of this electricity. 

How can we provide additional, locally-generated, renewable energy to power our electric vehicles 

without requiring major infrastructure changes? 



Our Solution:

Governments around the world are installing large 

numbers of public electric vehicle charging stations. Most 

of these charging stations are being installed where people 

work, play and live. 

Renewable energy will be generated on-site and used to 

charge the vehicles parked there, using the EVs 

themselves as a large collective battery. This will help 

offset the need for additional energy generation and 

storage, and will prioritize the use of renewable energies. 

Since daytime charging aligns with peak solar output 

and nighttime charging aligns with wind output, our 

solution seeks to retrofit existing infrastructure near 

public charging stations with a combination of solar 

and wind energy sources.



Full sun for lamp 
post solar panels

Many tall lamp posts for 
wind turbines

Charging stations in middle 
of parking lot; suitable for a 
solar awning above them Large flat roof for solar panel installation



Choose month to 
get monthly 
average wind 
and sun 
intensities.

4 retrofit 
phases to 
choose 
from!
All provide 
GREEN 
energy!



On our cost analysis, 
we have our 4 retrofit 

phases.

They validated 
our cost 
analysis!







1:30 scale model of Upper 
Canada Mall parking lot

LCD Screen

Month 



Proposed Green Energy Retrofits

4-phase retrofit to provide green 
energy for EV charging stationsPHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4



Our switch to electric vehicles is 
only as green as the power used 

to charge them!

Seeing is 

believing!



Oxford Properties is going to 

look into implementing our

solutions at UCM and their other 

properties all over the globe!



There are a LOT of charging stations already, 

and more are being built every day, but how 

many use locally-developed RENEWABLE 

energy sources to power them?



Teamwork Makes the Dream Work!

Green energy retrofit calculator

Would the Town of Aurora be interested 

in collaborating with us on this next step 

of our innovation project?



Spot the Robot 5 Runs (410 pts) … Perfect game!!



← 80 champion teams 

from 12 different countries!

10 robotics workshops offered 

to 2 local elementary schools!



FLL Champions!!!!



Les Pikacuits de l’Équipe Francobotique

Equipe.Francobotique@gmail.com https://sites.google.com/view/equipefrancobotique/
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